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SFL Companies Receives 2020 Supply & Demand Chain Executive Green Supply Chain
Award.
Rochester, Michigan – December 9, 2020 – SFL Companies was selected as a recipient of the
Green Supply Chain Award for 2020 by Supply & Demand Chain Executive.
The Green Supply Chain Award recognizes companies making green or sustainability a core part
of their supply chain strategy and are working to achieve measurable sustainability goals within
their own operations and supply chains. The award also recognizes providers of supply chain
solutions and services assisting their customers in achieving measurable sustainability goals.
“This year’s 13th-annual award recognizes small, mid-size, and large enterprises that leveraged
green practices and solutions to further drive sustainable improvements in their supply chain,”
says Marina Mayer, editor-in-chief of Supply & Demand Chain Executive and Food Logistics.
“From software solutions to transportation management systems to several other initiatives
designed to reduce carbon footprint and improve the reuse of materials, sustainability continues
to rank as a key component to a stronger, safer, and more efficient supply chain.”

About Supply & Demand Chain Executive:
Supply Chain & Demand Chain Executive is the executive’s user manual for successful supply
and demand chain transformation, utilizing hard-hitting analysis, viewpoints, and unbiased case
studies to steer executives and supply management professionals through the complicated, yet
critical, world of supply and demand chain enablement to gain competitive advantage.
www.SDCExec.com.
About SFL Companies:
SFL Companies is a full-service supply chain management and logistics firm focused on
technology driven freight management. SFL Companies partners with shippers, growers,
farmers, and manufacturers as an extension of their transportation and supply chain management
team to provide individualized service and unmatched industry standards. Everyday SFL
Companies is changing how truckloads of product are transported across the United States. SFL
Companies specializes in shipping fresh produce and refrigerated goods. For more information
about SFL Companies, please visit http://www.sflcompanies.com/.
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